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About This Game

After losing its home, one lonely Wum must travel the length and width of the world to find a new place to live. From the
metropolitan haven Popocity to the cavernous Bliekopolis, our Wum will discover magical places and encounter strange
creatures. But this Wum is no traditional hero and only by using wit and charm can it succeed in this massive journey.

Wuppo is a two man passion project, with hand-drawn visuals, an extensive soundtrack and a huge world to explore.

FEATURES
Explore a wondrous world filled with Wums, Fnakkers and other strange creatures.

Resolve an ancient conflict on your quest for a new home.

Use items and social skills to overcome diverse challenges.

Fight numerous enemies, ranging from small, to big, to MASSIVE!

Collect filmstrips to discover the world's detailed history.

Enjoy an enchanting and memorable orchestrated soundtrack.
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Title: Wuppo
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Knuist & Perzik
Publisher:
SOEDESCO Publishing
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512mb video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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17 thumps up. Well done. Who knew chickens coud set off land mines!
. Wandering Stars is a gem of a puzzle game that deserves far more attention than it has received. It takes a hard-to-intuit game
mechanic (orbital mechanics) and finds all sorts of potential in it. An hour or two of play may be needed to gain an instinct for the
movements (unless you're an astrophysicist who thinks about eccentricity and plane changes over your coffee), but this is a learning
curve worth climbing. The nine chapters each introduce a new element, but the twists are generally simpler than the core orbital
physics, so each comes a welcome change of pace, not as a return to square one. Within each chapter, the levels are intuitively
sequenced in ascending difficulty, and the difference in difficulty between passing a level and perfecting that level is excellently
calibrated.

The graphics are beautiful. The scripted text is funny enough (usually), and even when it's a bit lame, it's brief. The only thing this
game really lacks is a pause or slow-motion mode; some levels have so many moving bodies that it can be hard to mentally absorb
everything important in real time. It's a tiny flaw in an otherwise impeccably developed game.. Disappointing, buggy. VERY
BUGGY, puzzles are... Awful. There's no guidance in this game. You're basically running through rooms, you have to check every
wall in every room to make sure you don't miss the place you're supposed to go.
Puzzles basically mean "Pick up these boxes and climb up this", there's no variety at all.

The enemies are god awful. "I WILL KILL YOU" will be said about 80 times throughout this game, if not more. Your weapons are
incredibly weak compared to their lores, considering your melee weapon is an axe that 'rips guts out'. It takes about 10 hits on the
most common enemy to kill. 4 shots with a holy gun that's incredibly inaccurate.

Upgrading mana is probably useless, it doesn't really help much at all. The game requires a lot of movement but you have stamina
for sprinting so when you're stuck in a maze (Yes, a maze!) you can't sprint through it and instead have to hear the pathetic panting
of your character.

Physics are bugged out as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Infact in terms of bugs, I had to exit out of the game probably 4 times
because I did a stage then have the game break itself. I got trapped in rooms, had a lift go without me with no sign of it coming
back, have even died trying to break a forcefield with an explosive without even trying to use it!

I recorded my gameplay of this - Around the end of the series the bugs happen more often. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_h04WcaROtI&list=UUctwhP4L0qZWJRF4r0vMQ7w. This review is based on the HTC
Vive experience.

This is a really fun, well-made game for VR. It runs smoothly and has a bunch of missions, new area unlocks, etc.

However, I highly recommend to the developers that they incorporate the Vive's controllers in order to help reduce motion
sickness (if that's possible.) Using the XBOX controller really turned my stomach after a while, especially when rotating. Some
indoor areas such as tunnels made it feel like the rotation speed suddenly doubled.

As far as motion sickness goes, I was really beginning to think I wouldn't get it. Windlands doesn't bother me, and I thought if
any game was going to get me sick it would be Windlands. But no. This game is on a whole different level in terms of motion.
It's the first game I've had to stop playing after feeling nautious (after an hour).

It's such a well made game, I really don't want to return it. Hope to give it another go in a day or two and see how it goes, but
anyone with a weak stomach should probably look elsewhere and avoid this game for their own sake.. Mechanically, this is very
solid. It is simple and fun, with everything that happens feeling like it was the correct result (this is important in a paddle game).
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It has one major flaw. The room size retirement is completely unnecessary, and yet it makes the game unplayable. I am rating
this positively since it lists that requirement on the store page.

In my 2.2x2.2 meter space all items of the menu are easily reachable. The main gameplay (volleying the ball) works perfectly as
well. The only problem is that every single mine spawns outside the play space. That gives a hard limit on how far I can get
because sooner or later (usually within ten hits) the ball hits a mine that I can't deal with.

Giving multiple room options (possibly with adjusted scoring to compensate) would make this game far more approachable.

Edit:
After writing this I thought to myself "What if I could reach the mines? All I had to do was shift my z position forward half a
meter (thanks SteamVR Advanced Settings!) and I could reach them just fine. My high score is now 160 and I worked up a
serious sweat.

The ball still sometimes gets shot outside my play space, but for the most part the game works great just by offsetting myself
forwards.

Edit 2: According to the Dev's response, the playspace can be repositioned via the touchpad. I have not tested this however..
Prepare your brain.. Buy it. Dont even think about it.. Can't remap keys.

Go from "not fast enough" to "INSANELY TOO FAST" after holding a directional key for too long. Not ideal in a game with
multiple long pitfalls.

Platforming sections were awful.

Give this game a pass.
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Just played the first 1.9 hrs of pure bliss 10\/10
MUST PLAY

P.D.
I'm completely addicted to this game, you can play it alone or with friends and family. Waiting for new updates :v. i've got a
bugged one. Just like Talisman but with a single player story campaign and quests. If you enjoy Talisman, you will enjoy this..
Not great value, especially outside of a sale, but the gameplay is genuinely fun for the five minutes it lasts.. HEY MISTER YOU
WANNA WRESTLE??????
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